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Premira® Tight Quarters MopProduct Literature

ZeroGravity Tight Quarters Mop Frame 
Consistent cleaning in small spaces 
Paired with our Premira® Microfiber Tight Quarters 
pads, this 100% recyclable polypropylene Tight 
Quarters frame helps to eliminate the risk of 
contaminated nasty looking hardware. The frame 
design ensures that the mop pad is applied to the 
floor with consistent pressure for even cleaning 
and uniform application of disinfectant, which 
allows dwell times to be properly achieved. Once 
the Tight Quarters frame has been used enough to 
start showing signs of wear and tear, simply toss 
the used frame into the recycling bin and grab a 
new one. 

Premira® II  
Tight Quarters Mop
Disposable microfiber sized for tighter spaces allows 
for better cleaning and uniform disinfection

Made from our advanced microfiber material, Premira® II Tight Quarters 
Mop pads are conveniently sized for hard to clean, confined spaces. 
The 5” x 11.25” pads, when paired with ZeroGravity™ Tight Quarters 
mop frame, allows for easy, efficient and ergonomic cleaning and 
disinfecting. Designed to navigate curves and corners found in patient 
bathrooms, labs, employee locker rooms, showers and other confined 
spaces, Premira II Tight Quarters Mop offers maximum cleaning power 
with a minimal footprint.

Features

Compatible with common disinfectants like quats, peroxides and bleaches

Eliminates risk of contamination from laundries, lint, organic material,etc

New pad each time simplifies quality control and inventory issues along 
with reducing cross-contamination risk

Reduces strain and improves surface coverage when cleaning or disinfecting 
areas in smaller, tighter spaces that require mopping

 

Part No. Description Size Packaging
PRMM0002 Premira® Disposable 

Microfiber Mop Pads
5” x 11.25” 
(13 x 28.6 cm)

20/bundle; 
10 bundles/case

PRMM02BG Premira Disposable 
Microfiber Mop Pads

5” x 11.25” 
(13 x 28.6 cm)

20/bag; 
10 bags/case

PRMM3005 Premira Microfiber Tight 
Quarters High Sorbency Pad

5” x 11.25” 
(13 x 28.6 cm)

6/bag; 
24 bags/case 

PRMM49BG Tight Quarters 
Mop frame, blue

4” x 9” 
(10 x 23cm)

20 frames/case

PRMH8003 ZeroGravity™  
Aluminum handle

20” (51 cm) 1/case
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